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We  denounce  the  Spanish  systemic  corruption  and  its  impulse  from  the
institutions through its cover-up, based on the following facts:

1.- In 2001 and 2002, Alberto Royuela Fernández and journalist Juan Martínez
Grasa  denounced  several  corrupt  prosecutors  and  judges  with  undeclared
fortunes.

2.- In 2004, both denounced again for having more than 5,246 million euros
undeclared.  This  time  they  denounced  what  they  called  "The  gang  of  one
hundred", although there were 126 at least, plus their spouses, children and
some other relatives. Among them were Felipe González Márquez, President of
the Spanish Government between 1982 and 1996), 21 former PSOE ministers,
more than 60 judges, several prosecutors and several  tax authorities.  All  the
politicians  coincided  in  the  same  banks  and  with  the  same  front  men
(fiduciaries) and the same can be said of the others.

3.- The Tax Agency (AEA, both denounced again for having more than 5,246
million euros undeclared. This time they denounced what they called "The gang
of one hundred", although there were 126 at least, plus their spouses, children
and some other relatives. Among them were Felipe González Márquez, President
T)  sent  documentation  on  the  processing  of  these  complaints  to  the
whistleblowers, but incomplete. In 2021 the whistleblowers requested that the
documentation be completed without obtaining a response, probably because all
these crimes are being publicly denounced. It must be said that the AEAT did
not inform the media of this scandal that would have had a spectacular result in
the fight against corruption in Spain.

4.-  In  the  documentation  received,  a  large  part  of  the  facts  denounced  are
missing, so it can be assumed that the inspectors were paid by those denounced
in  order  to  hide  part  of  the  laundered  money.  In  this  sense,  it  is  worth
mentioning that there is only documentation of Felipe Gonzalez about 9 million
dollars, when he was denounced for more than 150 million dollars, or Judge
Magdalena  Jimenez  Jimenez,  who  was  denounced  for  100  collections  from
companies (probably for rigging judicial procedures) totaling 24.225.000 euros,
in addition to numerous bank deposits, and there is only information about 9 of
the 100 and the bank deposits.

5.-  The  Tax  Agency  (AEAT)  filed  criminal  charges  against  some  of  those
denounced in the Audiencia Nacional. It did not denounce Felipe Gonzalez, wife
and son, whose economic crimes were covered up at least in the resolution of
30.07.2004  of  the  Chief  Inspector,  of  the  file  602/2004  of  the  Foreign
Transactions Unit of the Special Delegation of A Coruña, where $5,000,000 were
processed.  The  same happened in  the  resolution  of  28.07.2004  of  the  Chief
Inspector, of the file 694/2004 of the Unit nº 2 of Tax Inspection of the Special
Delegation of Vigo.

6.- The criminal complaint was processed in Proceeding 115/2004 of the Central
Court of Instruction nº 5 of the Audiencia Nacional, where, according to what the
tax complainants were informed by telephone, nothing was done to close the
case  due  to  procedural  inactivity.  These  corrupt  people  continue  committing
crimes with total impunity and the judges continue acting as such, prevaricating
with total impunity.

7.-  It  is  worth mentioning  the  resolution of  May 26,  2004  of  File  880/2004
signed by the Chief Inspector of the Special Unit of Attention to Fiscal Crime of
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the Special Delegation of Madrid. In this resolution it is stated that the 31 bank
deposits  of  300,012.023  Euros  in  the  main  office  in  Pontevedra  (Spain)  of
Caixavigo, denounced in the name of José Abuja Saborido, have been checked.
This individual is the father-in-law of Rafael García Ruiz, Sergeant of the Civil
Guard  and  first  lieutenant  of  the  José  María  Mena  Álvarez  metamafia,
denounced  for  more  than  2,100  murders,  arms  and  drug  trafficking,
introduction of false euros, rigging of judicial and tax procedures, etc. But the
most  surprising  thing  is  that  these  deposits  have  as  proxies  (real  holders
according to the resolution of the AEAT) some of the civil servants of Barcelona,
collaborators of this metamafia, specifically: Roser Aixandri Tarre (Judge of the
Court of Instruction nº 26), wife, son and daughter of Carlos Jiménez Villarejo
(first Anticorruption Prosecutor), wife and daughter of the referred José María
Mena Álvarez, referred Rafael García Ruiz, Juan Manuel García Peña (agent of
the  National  Police  assigned  to  the  Judicial  Police  and  second  lieutenant  of
Mena), wife of Gerardo Thomas Andréu (President of the Ninth Section of the
Provincial Court and currently Magistrate of the same Section), sister and son of
Guillermo Vidal Andréu (President of the Superior Court of Justice of Catalonia
1994-2004, founder of Judges for Democracy, deceased), Pedro Castro Merlos
(Inspector  of  the  AEAT),  Montserrat  Trapé  Viladomat  (Chief  Inspector  of  the
AEAT). These judges were implicated in the cover-up of the murders and in the
rigging of criminal charges arising from tax proceedings.

8.- In 2021 and 2022, several of these criminals, whose fortunes have grown
considerably, have been taxed again.

9.-  On 26.22.2021,  I  requested incentives  to  the Minister  of  Finance  for  tax
whistleblowers  and  a  recognition  to  these  two  tax  whistleblowers,  without
obtaining a response.

10.-We are going to denounce these facts in the European Public Prosecutor's
Office,  but  we  do  not  trust  the  Spanish  prosecutor  because  she  has  been
proposed  by  the  Government,  instead  of  being  proposed  by  corruption
whistleblowers and associations of judicial victims, and because she comes from
the Public Prosecutor's Office for corruption which, since its creation, covers up
systemic institutional corruption.

11.-  On  behalf  of  the  major  corruption  whistleblowers,  such  as  the  above
mentioned,  Manos  Limpias  and  the  alliance  Denunciantes  del  Autoritarismo
Judicial, I  ask for an endowment of  ten million euros to create a foundation
against corruption. I also request a meeting in Spain, which will be attended by
these denouncers.

12.-  Part  of  what has been said in this  denunciation has been published in
several digital media.

The tax  file  of  the metamafia and some notifications  of  the  AEAT of  judicial
summons are attached.

Javier Marzal

Complainants of the Judicial Authoritarianism in Spain (Denunciantes del
Autoritarismo Judicial)
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